
 
 

 

Praise for Maria Bamford in Arrested Development 
*BuzzFeed’s #1 New Character on Arrested Development 

*Game N Guide’s Favorite Guest Spot of Season 4 

 

“The darkly funny comedienne Maria Bamford is fantastic as DeBrie Bardeaux.”  

– Entertainment Weekly 

 

“[Bamford] all but steals this new season…At the very least, from now on Arrested 

Development must include Maria Bamford.” - People 

 

“Bamford deserves special recognition for her performance as DeBrie…Bamford plays 

the character with a great horror and trauma that serves as a perfect counterbalance to 

Cross’s overly enthusiastic Tobias.” – Cinema Blend 

 

“Standouts include Kristen Wiig as an inspired young Lucille, a disarmingly comic Isla 

Fisher, and Maria Bamford as DeBrie, a recovering addict who gives Tobias’ story 

surprising poignance.” – Time 

 

“Maria Bamford’s turn as recovering failed actress DeBree Bardeaux will hopefully 

escalate her to deserved national treasure status, and perhaps was one of the high points 

of the entire new season.” – Black Book Magazine 

 

“The cavalcade of returning guest stars has been the delight we know, but this season’s 

new guest stars are a delight and a surprise.  Maria Bamford, as DeBrie, is an especially 

rich vein of comedy added to the line-up.” – Paste Magazine  

 

“Meek-voiced comedian Maria Bamford plays actress-turned-drug-addict Debris, the 

perfect love interest for Tobias…Bamford plays off Cross well, particularly in a 

nonsensical subplot involving the Fantastic Four.” – Rolling Stone 

 

“Most of the ‘guest stars,’ particularly Isla Fisher, John Slattery, Kristen Wiig, and Maria 

Bamford, prove to be great casting choices…(And, good lord, is Bamford terrific as 

‘Debris.’)” – Chicago Sun Times 

 

“Maria Bamford is one of the few new guest stars who feels like she fits in right away.”  

– The Guardian (UK) 

 

“Tobias’s episode also gives us a chance to spend some enjoyable time with guest star 

Maria Bamford, a talented comedian popular in the alt-comedy world but frustratingly 

not well-known in the mainstream.” – Atlantic Wire 

 

“Nobody does it better than Maria Bamford, one of comedy’s strangest and most manic 

voices.” – BuzzFeed   



 

“Maria Bamford does an exceptional job playing this washed up, two-strikes already 

can’t get a third, former ‘actress’ addict.” – TV Fanatic  

 

“Maria Bamford kills it in season four.  The stand-up comic/actress steals every scene she 

is in…Bamford is able to bring one of the strangest (and funniest) characters to the 

series.” – Game N Guide 

 

“Maria Bamford’s gleeful weirdness is so intact in this role.” – Vulture 

 

“Fans will be delighted to know that many beloved characters return…as well as a variety 

of new guest stars, most enjoyable among which include Maria Bamford.” – Crikey Blog 

 

“I’m most looking forward to seeing Maria Bamford on the show.” – David Haglund 

with Slate.com 

 

“[DeBrie is] played by an appropriately haunted Maria Bamford” – Grantland  


